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Preface

The eighteen

oount~

sample mentioned in the paper refers

to a list of counties scattered throughout the present state
of Virginia.

Records of the West Virginia counties ware

unavailable.

The counties were:

Tidewater
Hanover
King and Queen
Lancaster

Nansemond
Surry

Westmoreland
Piedmont
Albemarle

Amelia
Amherst
Appomattox
Halifax

Fauquier
Henry
Valley

~

Trans-.A.lle&

Alleghany

Augu·sta

Shenadoah
Floyd
Russell
Twenty-five farmers were chosen at random from each county
and data taken on the number of improved and unimproved acres,
the cash value of the farm, the value of machines and implements, the value of livestock, and whether or not the farmer
grew clover seed.

While this data was of some use qualita-

tively, it was my original intent to compile the data statistically.

However, after running certain tests on it to see if

any trends developed, my results were unreasonable and I came
to the con&?.Iusion that a twenty-five farmer sample was too small
and that the results obtained were too inconclusive to be used
in this paper.
I still believe this approach to be valid and think that
this subject would be an excellent topic for a computer study
using the 1840 and 1860 census returns.
There is much valuable information contained in these census reports but it will take a person with a far greater knowledge of statistics to compile them properly.

There have been two schools of thought concerning the
state of agriculture in Virginia in the
ceding the Civil war.

two decades pre-

~

Diaagreement has arisen among both

contemporary observers and modern historians.

While the·i·tact

that Virginia had been in a depressed condition economically
during earlier years has been accepted generally, conflicting
opinions are heard whenever the period 1840-18'60 is discussed.
Edmund Ruffin, an outstanding farmer of the era, wrote in
an article which

originally apf. eared<Jin 1834• that profits

were slim and land values were depressed.l

Later he wrote

that the poorest lands were located in the "higher tide-water
t"v-,ost

counties" where t;te farmers had plowed when the ground was stil·l
wet.

The farmers did

no~

drain the land, or rotate their crops.

Even the few who did drain their land failed to utilize crop
rotation.

Peas were not grown for manuring purposes.

Many

farmers did not sow land which had been in corn, in wheat
that fall leaving it useless during the next spririg and summer.
These planters had no excuse for not using fertilizer although
the region lacked accessible marl becau .se of the rich deposits
1

of shells and lime.

On the positive side, truck-farming was

being carried on quite

s~ccessfully

in Norfolk Co..inty.

A de-

manding occupation, it wa.s profitable and had caused land values
from 500 to 1000 perj:ent.2
The Northerner._ Frederick .Law Olmstead presented a differ-

to ns..e.,

2

are: Norfolk

ent view of
accounts.

truck fe.rmi ng in one of his travel

He accused the region of proV.iding New York with

poor produce raised on poor

soil~

and fertilized with man-

ure shipped in from Balt~more.3
The state Board of Agriculture, in its report to the
General Assembly in 1842 noted iln "increasing knowledge and
attention" in the state, particularly in the western counties.
This progress was slow but some farmers were using fertilizers,
their livestock we.re improving, they were growing artificial
grasses and root crops, and they were using excellent
and implements.

maohin~a

Yet, in each coo.nty, there lived farmers who

were fifty years behind time.

As an indication pf interest,

only seven farmers answered the 'fifteen hundred circulars sent
out by the Boardt.4
•
Olmstead had a rather pessamistic opinion of Virginia
agriculture.
bias.

Undoubtedly~

he was affected by an

anti~slavery

On a trip from Washington to Richmond, he frund only

about one-tl"tird of the land cleared and only about one-fouth
of this land in cultivation.

The rest of the land lay in pine

forest or in a useless grass.

The plante~s 1 houses were in-:-a

run-down con di tio n. 5
A planter of this period with estates in both Buckingham
and Nelson counties, Robert T.

H~bard

stated that,

Agriculture has improved immensely during the
last twenty years end it is destined to much higher
improvement ••••yne land is. now worked more judiciously
than when I was a b OY1--1i t is not worked so frequently
in corn and other crops. The ploughs and ploughing
ore 'nuch better. More manure is made, and more grass
sown and an inureased desire and determination for
improvement is more common in Vi1 ginia t.trnn ever.
1

3

God grant that this state of things may be but the
commencement of a career w~ich will conduct this
venerable old Commonwealth to that fert~lity which
~ne.rked her virgin soil in bygone times •
.An eminent historian, Avery

o.

Craven, is a member of

the group of scholars who believe£ the period 1840-1860 to
have been one· of ref orra and success.
merely laid the groundwork for
economy in t11A 10 ;:; t tw t111ty

'.:.'he yeurs 1820-1840

a fl·cur:Lshing

yeur~

agricultural

of the an te-bellum period.

After 1840, Virginia entered a period of prosperity, having
established a diversified

syste~.

In fact, in 1860, according

to Craven, Virginia was in the best condition agriculturally
of her history.

The two states, Virginia and Maryland had out-

stripped all other states in their advances.?
Another member of this school was Kathleen Bruce, late
professor of history at the College of William and Mary.

She

was a proponent of the idea that Virginia had undertaken successful reforms and had revived her economy by 1860."8
W. Tnrner agreed with Professor Bruce and expressed

~
-9;i;iB

Charles
view

that Virginia was "diversifying her agricultural program, improving her properly values, raising better varieties of crops
and livestock, and increasing her production." 9
A dissenting opinion was raised by Eugend D. Genovese, a
Marxist historian.

In a book concerned with the economy of the

South as a whole, his idea was that the region had been unable
to achieve any success with reform because of' the slave system.
He attacked the Craven thesis saying:
the assumption that the reform movement would have
smoothly in the course of natural evolution
if the war had not intervened neglects the contradictions
in the reform process. The grave effects of slavery in
tt •••

proce~ded

4

retarding oap:i;tal formation, providing inefficient la-<1:::
bor, and preventing the rise of a home market made
the task of the reformers virtually impossible. Unless a conversion to free labor occurred, reform in
one area only ~ntensified the difficulties in another.n 10
Which of these conflicting interpretations is correct?
Does the truth lie, as it so often does, on both sides?

In

order to resolve the controversy one must first analyze the
problems facing Virginia farmers in this era.

Then one must

study various attempts to correct these problems and finally,
one must decide whether these efforts were successful or whether they failed.
Genovese' s list of the characteristics of Southern agricul ture_i-low efficiency of the labor :force, poor soil, size of
farms, lack of markets, quality of livestock, level of liquid
capital and the one-crop

syste~

suggests some of the difficulties

which may have existed in Virginia.
One of the first considerations of any business operation
is its labor force and Southern agriculture is no:,exoeption.
Virginia, along with the other Southern states1 had a labor system which was enslaved.

Slaveholding was not as Wide-spread

as is commonly thought.

However, the ideology of the minority

who hald slaves greatly affected the rest of the white populat1 on and the presence:: of' these slaves h_;adaa·L petrimental effect

on the free white laborers.

Thus, slavery

warrants~&

large

place in any study of southern agrioul ture.
In 1860• only twenty-three perroent of the white populotion owned slaves, while
slaves or more.

a

mere one per cent owned

~ne

hundred

Fifty-two per cent owned from one to five

5

slaves and thirty-six per cent owned from six to nineteen
slaves.

To be classified as a planter, a person had to

own twenty or more Negroes, putting twelve per cent of the
slave-holding population in this class.

The rest of the

people, even those in competition with the slaves)supported
the system.ll
In Virginia, in 1850, the re were 107 slava.Biolders who
had from one hundred to two hundred slaves and by the end
of the next decade, there were 105 of these planters.

In

both 1850 and 1860, there were eight planters with from
one hundred to two hundred slaves and one with from three
hundred to five hundred blacks.12
Virginia had the largest number of slaveholders of any
state.

both slave and free
Negroes was involved in agricultural labor. 13 On one large
By

plantation,

far, the greater

"Belmea~

por~tt.on:I o~

• owned by Phillip st. George Cooke,

the break.down of a labor force of 125 slaves was:

twelve

domestics, thirty-eight field hands (including two cooks),
six stable and pasture hands, .two carpenters, five stone
masons, one miller, two blacksmiths, two shoemakers, five women spinners and a woman weaver.

Of those not working there
7

were forty-five children, one invalid, the nurse, three hired
out and one listed as Nancy.14
This type

a&

system resulted in a low-quality

~

white

labor class as well as in a scarcity of skilled labor for industry .15

The whites who hired themselves out were contemptuous of doing menial tasks. 16 n.. i1aves were said to have

6

been careless, and wasteful with a low productivity leve1.l7
Whether slavery caused the one-orop system or whether the
one-crop system fostered the growth of slavery has been a
"chicken-egg" controversy of much discussion.

It wculd seem

most historically accurate to say that the problem of a dearth
of labor in the South eooasibned by the needs of a rapidly
expanding one-crop agriculture was handily solved by the imp.o::ctation of African slaves.

Then the institution which had

adapted i tsel'f well to a one-crop system became so firmly
entrenched that it was difficult for a planter to change his
habits or indeed, if he were so inclined to change, to supervise slaves scattered over a large farm.
The question then becomes, not were slaves more efficient
than free labor since that would be a moot question, but were
they profitable at all?

If they were, then the planter would

be apt to keep the system which he had known all of his life.
Although tradition was strong, few men could keep slaves when
bankrupt.

For Virginians the issue is the profitability of

the system in the south.

Either slavery was profitable in

Virginia or it was unprofitable.

If it were profitable in

Virginia,: tlllen'. it would ~.nst p:r:e sent a grave problem to the
state's agriculture.

If it were not profitable there, but

was profitable in the lower South, then a demand would be
created

to drain off Virginia's surpius labor, thus giving

Virginia farmers the needed capital for reform or at least
relieving them of a hindrance to their suooess.
if slavery were unprofitable both to

Virgin~a

Of course,

and to the

7

lower sou th, then slavery would act as a drag on Virginia's
economy.
Alfred H. Conrad and John R. Meyer, Harvard eoonomists)
have attempted to measure the profitability of slavery. Aooording
to their argument, the newer regions were producing crops
while the older regions were producing surplus slaves.

This

would mean that Virginia could obtain capital from the selling
of any surplus slaves.

Conrad and Meyer have concluded that

slavery was profitable to the region as a whole and would have
continued so long as there was avaihable territory for expansion.18
This idea has been challenged by other historians.

Genovese

did not see any suol;l balance and claimed their estimates of
cost were too low. 19
..
'
b'J f)e,,,,J f01..,&_
Another criticism leveled at the study~was that the investigation was too narrow causing
wrong.

·,+s

~

conclusions to be

ltlso, they did not separate social from economic factors. 2"'
t".'.!

This is a valid criticism in the sense that slavery only represented a labor system to

the authors.

Yet, this alone does

not necessarily invalidate their conclusion. Still, another
ori tioism by David Dowd was of the au th ors~. hypothesis of slavery either being profitable or acting as a deterrent to economic
development.

Dowd's criticism of this is a well justified

one. Slavery could have been profitable and still have been a
deterrent to the expansion of the eoonomy.21 If it were unprofitable, it was definitely a deterrent.

But if it were

profitable, it may or may not have been a deterrent.although

8

evidence seems to show it was a hindrance to the total economic development of the state, not necessarily to
culture.

Admittedly, it

w~s

~

i~s

agri-

difficult to separate the two in

that age.
John E. ,;Moes' criticism is not so valid as those of

Dowd~

Acoording to him, slavery would have become more inefficient as·
the economy diversified because of its suitability to the onecrop system.22

This does not explain away those reformers who

were successful with large slave-holdings.
-S

Genovese attack&& the system on the basis of its retard ati ve effects on the total economy.and was a defender of
I

Ulrich B. Phillips as a histori?n, a man who has been downgraded because of his racist views.

Genovese is oorreot in

realizing that one of the outstanding contributions made by
.s

Phillips to the study of Soo.thern history was his recognition
of slavery as more than just a labor system.

rt was a way

life predicated on the dootfine of white supremaoy.23
the institution to have hurt the economy of the South,

or

Believing

a

f~illifs

quoted a contemporary observer as saying, "Half the population
is employed in seeing that the other half do their wort•1and_,
they who do work accomplish half what they might do under a
better system."24
Phillips weighted the disadvantages against the advantages
of the system.

Its disadvantages were it kept money scarce,

caused the population to be scattered (this would be typical of
any agarian society}, lowered land values, lessened oppor:tunities for advancement, and

caused~

resources to be neglected.

rt had three advantages.

rt kept labor

~oontroled,

provisioned,

and mobile," any of which could have been aooomplished under a
free system.

It also kept order and the white man supreme.25

While maintaining

~~
··

.
were less productive, he gives credence

to Ruffin's idea that they worked longer hours which made up for
their inefficiency. 26 ·-:-:..~::,r.;

s c..""MelB
" 0 )
who agree with the theory of the proven profitability
a,.,vy'

of slavery include Robert
Lewis C. Gray.

w.

Smith, Kenneth M. stampp, and

According to Smith, the master had the pre-

rogative of oontro1ling both the consumption and the production
of the slave.

By keeping consumption to a subsistence level,

he could maintain a large gap between 1 t and the slave's production, creating a large profit.

Although he was forced to

care for the slave during the unproductive times of infancy
and old age, he cculd work the women and children.
of his holdings grew as the slaves multiplied.

The worth

Smith also

mentioned the border state's selling of slaves to the lower
S ru th •...a. d, '1

While saying openly that slavery was a financial burden,
the pro-slavery people kept the system because of the hoped
for profit, the lack of records, tradition, and the social
status which it gave.

Even with these forces for retaining it,

it must have at least been
the high prices and

~

self-supportin~

--

O.s

~

u proven by

demand for Negrn labor.

Slavery did
not cause most of the problems of aouthern agriculture. 28
Stampp exploded two myths regarding

the institution.

Free

labor as well as slave had to be supported in good years and

10

in bad.

Losses due to death and aooident were oaloulated
when the slave was purohased. 29 A Virginia insuranoe
company was insuring slaves with set premiums for each age
bracket at a rate of three-fourths of the acttil&l cash value
of the slave provided that it did not exceed nine hundred
dollars.

Certain jobs carried higher risks.30

°' \'\

'f\ \J J_

The averageAmaintenance for an adult slave seldom exceeded thirty-five dollars.
able in Virginia.

To stampp, slavery was profit-

Land was cheap and the value of slaves

was rising so many Virginians did not buy many new ones.

"In short, on both the large

an~

small estates, none but the

most hopelessly inefficient masters failed to profit from
slavery. 31
L.

c.

Gray stated that slavery retarded the use of tech-

nology, hurting industry and keeping the South in a situation
in which the region had the va:rious problems commonly associated
with an aquarian eoonomy such as bad roads, schools and churohes.
Yet, slavery was profitable to the individual and could be
justified economically.32
Conrad and Meyer summed up all of the various opposition
arguments to the profitability of slavery:

(t) slaves were inefficient and unwilling to work
(ii) slave labor supported during years when times were
hard
(iii) it absorbed plantation earnings
(iv) there was an economia dealine because the numbers
could not be maintained
(v~;

the labor force was capitalized

11

Their answer and)i t seems

conolusiv~

was that slavery brought

returns which were equal to those brought by other forms of
investment. 3 3
Virginia was a slave exporting state.

In

1859~

Edmund

Ruffin wrote that slaves were being sold for debts and sent
to newer regions.

He believed it was ~"profitable to buy

fielcfands to work in Virginia..

According to Frederick Ban.
croft, "Few, if any persons with slaves were settling in

Virginia, and hardly any Virginians were going to the markets of the other states to buy for their own use.n34

Est-

imates of the number of slaves for whom trade was the reason
for their removal from the state range from two-fifths to
frur-:fifths.35
The largest slave-traders in Virginia were Franklin and
Armfield.

Their agents were Rice G. Ballard and Canpany,

later called Ballard, Franklin and Company of Richmond and
J. M. Saunders and Company of '!larrenton. '.J6The firm was dissolved

in 1841. 36
The standard used for measuring slave prices is the amount
of money paid for a young prime field hand which were bringing
$1800 in 1860.

An artisan would bring twice as much and prime
Slaves in

women brru.ght three-fourths to four-fifths as much.
their early teens brought about one-half as muchj

I

lnfants

were worth only one-eight to one-tenth.37
Slave prices were probably lower in Virginia than they
were in New Orleans.

In 1854, the appraisal of slaves on

"Belmead" was eight hundred dollars for an ox driver, seven

12

hundred dollars for plowmen

and field

hand?~

no women

were appraised above four hundred dollars.38
A survey of New Orleans prices for prime field hands
reveals that in 1840, one sold for $1020.

This price dropped

and leveled off at seven hundred dollars from 1843 to 1845.
After 1845, the prices rose at intervals until a high of
$1800 was reached in 1860.39
This steady rise in price has been used as an argument
for the unprofitability of slavery. 40 This argument cannot
be substantiated.

The prices would not have been so high if

a demand for labor had not existed.

Farmers wruld not have

been so willing to make so large an investment if they did not
expect to earn a profit.

As Conrad and Meyer stateb, " A

rising trend of slave prices coupled with a growing slave population, is, in and of itself strong evidence of the profitability of slavery.n41

Clement E~on also subscrib~ to this

theory.42
Another means of disposing of a surplus slave population
in Virginia besides selling it to the lower South was to hire it
out, either to other farmers or to industry.

This provided

another outlet for unprofitable slaves and another opportunity
for the Virginia farmer to relieve himself of a possibly unprofitable burden.

Most of the slave-hiring in the South was
-1+.s

done in Vi .rginia with t:ti:e center in Richmond.

The 1 eading bro-

,Q_,.

kers were Lewis and Robert Hill.

Thi!s availability of slaves

i

'for hire was caused by the surplus

~a

on old plantations

and by shifts in farming, eliminating the need for gangs. 43

13

While most slaves were hired for industry, some were
hired by other farmers, showing a surplus of slaves on some
farms and a demand for labor on others.

During the l850's,

ten per cent of the total number of slaves in agriculturaL
labor were hired while only five ner cent and six per cent
were hired in Albemarle and Cumb•3rland respectively.

In 1858,

between ten und twelve per cent of the slave labor force in
Fauquier and Foirfa; were hired, in contrast with fifty per
cent in Lynchburg.44
The expense of hired labor varied according to the value
of the slave and the risks involved in the .j:ob he was to perfonn.

In 1858-1850, the rates of hire in Virginia were:
Male Field Hands
Railroad Hands
women
.Mechanics
Boys and Girls

$80-140
$150
$40-80
$1~:0-175

$25-?5

The estirncte of hired slaves in Virginia in the l850's was

at least 15,00o.45
Having obtcined his labor foroe by inheritance, purchase,
or hire, the planter found it necessary to supervise ~, 1-f
in some way.

Most slav~olding farmers with a few slaves

merely worked along beside them.
forced to utilize other means.
overseer.
a_

~

But, the large plenter was
He would hire a manager or an
..s

The overseer class in 3outhern society has been made

scapegoat of the slave system.

Always the villain in ro-

man tic literature, the overseer has been blamed for much that
was wrong with slavery.

He was' accused of neglect and of only

looking for immediate returns. 46

~ tlontemporary observers

14

and agricultural reformers degraded the class .47

Olmstead

quoted a farmer as saying, ttThey are the curse of this county,
sir, the worse men in this ~ommunity.n47A
Virginia had mo1·e overseers than any other state with
3,747 ·in 1850 and 5,459 in 1860.

A survey of the overseers

in Richmond County ,revealed an average age of 34.2 years.
Fifty-eight per cent were married and the illiteracy rate was
ten per cent.· Sixty-three per cent owned personal.: propel''fly
eleven per cent owned real
ownership of either.

prop~rty,

but there was no substantial.

Five per cent owned slaves; the average

number held was three.48
There were three classes of

overseer~J:Planter's

-

'

sons who

managed for the experience, amateurs particularly in the newer
regions, and professionals.

It was the second group which
managed to gain a bad reputation for the others as we11. 48A
An interesting contemporary opinion was voiced by R. T.
Hubard.

overseers were "like men in other pursuits, some
'"

are good and others worthless."· The best age for an overseer
was from twenty-five to forty; those under

twenty~five

judgement and those over forty lacked energy.

lacked

He listed the

qualities of a good overseer as "fine constitution and health,
ability to with stand the weather, active,:. industrious, honest,
sober, firm, truthtelling, fond of home and calling, plainly
dressed, economical and free from debt."

Other comment a

made by Hubard include, "The master should never interfere
between slave and overseer)" and "The overseer should be treated
With civility and respect but nothing more.

Intimacy and famil-

l:.5

iari ty should be particularly avoided."·~

Another Virginian,

.John Hartwell Cooke)a?vised his overseer to be strict and to
abide by fixed rules.50
The overseer might be paid by salary or given a share of
the crop or some combination of the two.

The salary method

was the best in preventing the exploitation of the land or
the slaves.

Hubard paid a salary to his overseers believing

that to be the better system.
too high by at least one-third.

He complained of wages being
On his Tye River plantation

in Nelson County, he paid a George Jones four hundred dollars
per year for the supervision of eighty Negroes and much stock. 51
At Rosny, in Buckingham County, he only paid from
to three hundred dollars.

F~~

~wo

hundred

"" he paid Thomas
'
example,
Davis

and David Reese three hu'ndred dollars in 1840.
1842, he paid the same amount to George Stinton.

In 1841 and
Another over-

seer received $225 in 1843, and in 1844, still another one,
George Fortune, received $225.

His salary was raised in 1845

to $250 'where it remained the next year.52
Another problem which Virginia faced besides her labor
and labor

man~gement

system was her land.

Some of these pro-

blems were beginning to be solved in the two decades before the
Civil War, but many still existed.
Avery

o.

Cra~en,

in his classical work on soil exhaustion

in Maryland· and Virginia, outlined two separate problems; " the
factors which work immediately upon the soil to lower its
yielding oapaci ty._," and the "forces which determine the use of
such agricultural practices as permit destruction.n 53

15

Other historians have disagreed, saying·i.rthat soil exhaustion
was the result of slavery and the plantation system,54

but

Craven was convinced that the p::oblems of si:>tl exhaustion in
Virginia were typical of any frontier where abundance bred
exploitation.

He listed five factors which caused soil ex-

haustion9 the frontier, governmental action or inaction, markets and agencies, ignorance and habit, all of which were present in the Old Dominion.55
A more recent writer has talSlen an opposite v 1ew.
The one-crop system perpetuated by slavery
prevented crop rotation; the dearth of liquid
capital made the purchase of fertilizer difficult;
the poor quality of the implements that planters
could entrust to slaves interfered with the proper
use of available manures; and the carelessness of
slaves made all attempts at soil reclamation or
improved tillage of doubtful outccme .56
Genovese•s contention may have been right in practice, but the
theory is not correct.
reformers were

larg~

As Oraven pointed out, the greatest

slave..-riolders
who could practice a greater
_,.

division of labor proving that the slave system oruld lend itself to diversification.5?
One way of resolving this controversy is to compare land
values of soil used for strictly agricultural purposes.

BY

1840, land values had risen from $80,000,000 or $90,000,000
in 1829 to $211,930,538 in 1839 or $216,401,543 after inflation.58

This is an incredible leap.

t he

m
~idewa t

er increased over

From 1838 to 1850, land values in
6~l?,000,000. 59

In an eighteen county sample; (See preface), fifteen of the
,

counties experienced an increase in the value of their land per

l?

acre between 1840 and 1850.

Nansemond, located in the Tidewater

region) experienced a slight decrease in value per acre.
tobacco growing counties, Halifax

~nd

Two

Amelia saw land values

go

down in the deoade.60 (See Appendix for chart of land values.)
The South had much of its capital tied up in slaves and
\

some historians have named this as one of the reasons why

theru.~Ml""I..

$;~was

unable to make needed agricultural reforms. The planters would overcapitalize 6lna thus aooumulate wealth m.o:ceo;;islowly
than did the North.ea
Th~ lack of liquid capital meant the South was slow to use

machinery.

sru therners refused to a:ttrd.bw.tet!th:w lack of oapi tal

to the slave system, but instead blamed it on other forces suoh
as the tariff.

Genovese dcubted that the planter was a capital-

ist because a capitalist would sink his funds into machinery
while a planter spent his money on more land or in slaves. 63
It is definitely true that the planter sank relatively little
money into implements as the manuscript census returns show, but
Genovese has not given a very good definition of the word,
capitalist. A capitalist is one who controls wealthGnot necessarily
in cash.

Thomas P. Govan saw the planter as a cap1talist64 as

did Lewis C. Gray.
Gray resolved the conflict between the profitability of
slavery

on one hand and the dearth of liquid capital's effect

on the total economy on the other, by stating, "Renae, we have
"

the near-paradox of an economic institution oompetively
effective under certain oonditians but essentially regressive in
its influence on the socio-economic evolution where it prevailedin6 5

18

Another problem was the poor quality of the livestock
in the region.
the Middle West.

Hogs were not of as good quality as those in
They ran wild and weighed below 140 pounds,

at the same age as hogs which weighed two hundred pounds in
other regions.

The Southern planter brought beef and hi.s milk

cows were inferior.

However, Delaware, Virginia, and Maryland

were the best milk producers of the area.66

The soo.th had one-

half of the cattle in the United stat9s;---sixty per cent of the
\

oxen and ninety per cent of the

mul~~,

describe the animals themselves.

but these figures do not

The Negroes were supposed to

have mistreated the animals and the lack of capital kept farmers
from importing improved breeds.67
In order to improve livestock breeds, the farmer must have
high profits and there must be improved breeds :f.rom which to select.

It is hardest to improve cattle because of the amount of

capital required to buy a cow and because they multiply slowly.
The Virginia Piedmont and Shenadoah Valley were getting better
breeds of beef cattle. 68

Ruffin described the cattle in Princess

Anne as ranging around in the open swamp where there were reeds
tb eat.

He was of the opinion that if the farmers had kept

their cattle well, one could yield as much as did four.69
The Eeport of the Agricultural Board stated that the cattle was
of a "non-desoript breed" and the i+vestock were only "one-half
alive for two-thirds of the year.«&.O
The flocks in middle Virginia did not yield more than
three and one-half pounds of wool apiece, a poor yield

wfi:erl.

compared with New England, Pennsylvania, and New York. 71

In
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1845, A.

w.

Nolting of Richmond imported sheep. 7 2

The number of horses and mules decreased between 1840 and
1850 but increased in the next decade.

In 1845, a farmer com-

plained that no horses were being raised in eastern Virginia
but were being bought from other sections.73

Even though there were a number of innovattons in implements made in t~ stata74, in general the implements were
crude and the farmers invested little money in them relative
to the cash value of their farms.75

The 1842 report of the

Agricultural Board summed up the situation as " ••• with us

-

Virginia fanners and planters the acknowledged utility of an
agricultural implement is very far from introducing it into
general use.n75A.
There was a decline in the manufacture of agricultural
implements between 1850 and 1860.76

'!Rie Slaves broke~ tools

so their masters gave them heavier and cheaper
might otherwise have used.

~
~

than they

The poor equipment was due only in

part to the carelessness of the blacks.

Other reasons were a

dearth of liquid capital and a prejudioe against innovation. 7?
Olmstead did not think that the tools used in the North
would last one day if brought to the South.78
Plows which were worth from three to five dollars 79 were
perfected and even subsoil plows were being used.

Gideon

Davis of Georgetown had made the subsoil plow and by 1845,
there were several different makes.SO
R. T. Hubard was using a cultivator plow with three to
five points to kill grass in the corn fields.

He, at first,·
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liked wrought plows in preference to cast ploughs, but by
March.-185?, had changed his mind.81
Reapers and drills were used in the growing of grain.82
Two makes of reaper in use were Hussey•s and McCormick's. 83
Probably the three principle crops grown in Virginia
were corn, wheat, and tobacco.

A study of conditions of these

three crops would illuminate the entire agricultural pictur·e
during this period.

The prices of these crops affected many

farmers both directly and indire·ct ly.

Indirectly, since ·in

them may be seen some of the reasons why a farmer might decide
to diversify or might continue to grow only one crop for income.
Corn was a subsistence crop on many Virginia farms.

some

considered it to be the greatest exhauster of Virginia's s0ils;84
to others it was regarded as "meat, meal and manure. 85 . As one
historian stated, " ••• corn is as basic to Southern history as
Thomas Jefferson and John

c.

Calhoun.n86

Trends in the price of corn seem to follow those of wheat
fairly closely so a brief survey of the wheat prices along with
their determining factors would rough!y suffice for both crops.
A large

orop.in·~e

United states,. in 1839.brought low prices that

year and still lower ones followed the next year.

A small crop

in 1841 caused higher:. prices, but another large yield forced
them back down in 1842.
1845.

This trend continued from 1842 until

The repeal of the English ~orn iaws and the Irish famine

affected prices favorably the next two years;

Unfortunately,

this caused tlle farmers to overp:i;-oduce, .;.adversely affecting prices
for the next five years.

Subsequently, poor E..'Uropean crops

an~-
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the Crimean War forced up prices :from l853-tto5I855.

Again

overproduction resulted in lower prices for the remainder of
the period.86~ (See Appendix for Albany wheat prices, 18401854.)
In

1849~

the wheat grown in Virginia was worth twice as

much as the tobacao,87 but tobaooo ·for many years had been the
main money crop and still was a major part of the economy of
many Piedmont oo.inties located in an area bounded on the south
by

North Carolina, on the West by the Blue Ridge, on the north

by

Fredericksburg and on the east by the fall line.

The growing

season in this area was 120 to 200 days with a rainfall of from
forty to fifty inches.
clay 1 oam.

The needed soil was Cecil sandy or Oeoil

rt was an ideal crop for small farms because 1t re-

quired small numbers of laborers, close supervision, and it had
a high yield per aore.88
Tobaoao may not be planted more than three or four years
on the same soil, 89 neoessi tating either a move to new soil or

a renewing of the old.

.Another problem with growing tobaooo is

that there is an eighteen month period between planting and selling.

Thus, the farmer plants again before he knows how much he has
received from his previous crop.

In 1839, Virginia produced 34.4

per cent of the nation!s total; in 1849, 29.4 per cent; and in
1859, 28.4 per cent.90-

The major price movements in the orop were important in
Virginia agriculture.

The years, 1841, 1842, and 1843 saw

large crops and low quality.
tobaooo prices in 1844.

Western competition hurt Virginia

The smallest yield in seven years fol-

lowed in 184; contrasted by a huge crop in 1846.

The English
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£torn laws' repeal caused farmers to raise wheat.

The 1848

crop was larger than the one of 1847, but the two were small
enough to cause an upward price swing in combination with the
small crop of 1849.

There were generally high prioes in the

1850•s until the Panic of 185? and overproduction in the three
years before the War. caused a de oline. 9 1
It is certain that the Scuth had a particular ideology
regarding the slavery question, and it, in turn, had an ideology
concerning innovation in agriculture based, in part, upon the
slavery ·ideology, in part, upon Sruthern society, and, in part,
upon the basic conservatism of a~arian societies in general.
No matter how euphemistic one chooses to be, slavery was based
upon white supremacy.

The proof is that there were

no white

slaves in the South and even the poorest white regarded himself
as superior to the Negro slave or Negrn free man.

u.

B. Phillips

~

has seen this trait of the._$outhern mind as clearly as any other
historian.

He baseddthe solidarity of the Sou th solely upon

white supremacy; divorcing it from issues expcunded by politicians
or from agriculture.92

s

Men have romanli. cized much of "'outhern thought an~ to be sure,
s

the re was some virtue in it, but certain aspects of the ..Southern
mind may be criticized.

The attitude of the formers was com-

pared to a disease by a contemporary observer and "The characteristics of this disease are, a kind of antipathy to every
new process in husbandry, a strong aversion to the study of
agriculture as a science, an overweening attachment to cur own
opinions and practices, an extreme backwardness to adopt any
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others.l.' •• "93
Obviously, there were certain men who did not have this
attitude and who recognized the need for solving the problems
of Virginia agriculture.

The South produced some

~tstanding

reformers, the main early one being John Taylor of Caroline
who published the Arator, a collection of sixty-one essays
dealing with politics and agriculture.

He advocated enclosure,

the growing of clover and field peas and the use of gypsum, lime,
and mar1.94
Other early reformers were James M·. Gar~tt, Thomas Mann

Randolph, Stephen McCormick, Fielding Lewis, Phillip
Singleton, William Merriweather, and

w.

C. Nicholas ..

~abb,

John

Another

group of men who were active in the 1840-1860 period were
Theodoriok McRoberts, T.

c.

Botts, J.M. Daniels, R. B. Gooch and

Fl. G. Ruffin.~rn
~c\Nl.~

Edmund Rurfin wa~. by far~ the most prominent agricul~urist
of his day.

Ruffin originally lived at Coggin's Point in Prinoe

George, then moved to "Marlbourne" on the Pamunkey in the winter of 1843-1844.

He was a pioneer in the use of marl with which

experimented after Taylor's methods had been unsuccessful for him.
He also used manure, cow peas, and clover as fertilizer.

Attrib-

uted with lifting "his.seoion from the nadir of agricultural
depression to an abundany prosperity," he was chosen, but deolined to accept, as·. president of the Virginia state Agricultural
Society.

Later, he accepted the ·position.

In

1854~

he was made

its commissioner.
He believed the Negro slave could be just as effective in
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a diversified system as he cculd be in a one-crop system as
long as the farmers reduced the number

th~i

held to an efficient

level.
Along with the extensive use of fertilizer, he used a

si~

field rotation, rotating corn with peas, :~wheat, mowed clover,
grazed clover, wheat, and pasture.

As evidence of his success,

in 1845, he made 1,977 bushels of wheat on 134 acres of land, and,
in 1848, made 5,127 bushels on 254 acres.

In 1845, he grew 1600

bushels of corn on 112 acres and his yield in 1848 was 3,080
bushels of corn from 106 acres. 9 6
Another reformer of this era was John Hartwell Cooke.

He

approved popular education and prohibition and opposed duelling
and slavery.

Not only was he opposed to the gr·owing of tobacco

because of its effects on the Boil, but also he was against it
because of its effects orl the body.

He was unable to free his

slaves due to a law preventing emancipation, but he aid stop
growing tebaoco in 1855. 97

He wr·ote a monograph entitled

Tobacco in 1860 and was the vice-president of the American Colonization Society. 98
Another man, Robert T. Hubard, was interested in reform
and change.

He advocated the deepening of soils through in-

creasing the depth of plowing.

Together with deep plowing, he

sl1lggested using farm pen manure, stable manure, and cl over.
He reooommended the practice of using large hills for tobacco be
abandoned as well as usine human labor when animal and machine
labor would be more efficient.

Believing that the North under-

stood the economy of labor much better than did the South, he
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criticized his native region for failing to realize the value of
human labor. 99

A relative of his, J. L. Hubard, was also a

reformer, deciding to alter his ·tour crop rotation to a six
crop system.

He was a critic of tobacco growing, sayfng that 1 t

wore the land out.100
societies were organized to further reform.

Agricul~ural

The first local society had been the Albemarle Agricultural
Society, begun in 1817.

After 1849, it had a rival in the Albe-

marle Hole and Corner Club.

There were clubs formed in the

1850's which had only

members apiece.

twe~ve

Each member had a

yearly project and invited the rest of his group over to his
farm for a tour.

Organizations in the 1840's and 1850's in-

cluded ones in Henrico, Port Royal, Tappahannock, King William,
Orange, Hanover, and Prince George.
present state of West Virginia

w~re

Societies formed in the
advocates of separation.

There were also clubs in Charles City, Loudon, and Glouchester
with regional clubs in both the Tidewater and Southside portions
of the state.
Efforts to form a state agricultural society commenced in
1811 when the Virginia Society for Promoting Agriculture was
founded.

By the 1850's, there was a rival society located in

Petersburg.

A scheme proposed by Phillip

st.

George Cocke to

hove a three professor department at the University of Virginia
was rejected

by~

Board of Visitors and by the General Assembly
even after he agreed to give $20,000 for the project. 10 1
The efforts to found and perpetuate a state society are
indicators of the interest in the Old Dominion for such ·an
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enterprise.

In 1839, there were too few people present to

make a quorum.
society failed.
l~?-1848,

Two years later, an attempt to form a new
Although, a movement to revive it failed in

it was reorganized in 1850.

with less then two

hundr~d

Early 1853 found it

members, but the list steadily grew

with 2,000 members in 1855 and a phenomenal increase to 10,103

farmers in 1856.108
Another incentive for reform were the fairs.
again was the pioneer in
November 1-4 in 1853.

181~.

Albemarle

The first state fair was held

Grounds were donated by the Richmond City

Council in addition to $6,000.

Successful the first year, it

was given $20,000 the following, year.

The two rival state societies

held a joint fair in 1858 in Petersburg.103
Publications also aided reform.

The Farmer• s Register

began publication in 1833, ceasing to exist in 1842.

The

Southern Planter, still operating, began its publication in
1841!'

104

Governmental action by an ~ssembly made up of farmers or
men with, farming interests was slim.

The state granted funds

for surveys of internal improvements and of minerals, but
not of agriculture.

A report made by Ruffin and Richardson in
1855 was paid for by the State Agricultural society.1o 5 The
Colonial Fence Law which called for the enclosing of every field
by

a fence was repealed in part by 1840 but bills for agri-

cultural education failed.106
On Mar·oh 20, 1841 an act was passed setting up a state
Board of Agriculture with an eight man membership made up of
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two men from each of the four divisions of the state.
meet once a year with three constituting a quorum.
hold one session each year.
annual

repo~t,

It was to

It was to

Its duties were to present an

to collect information on soil, to watch home

and foreign markets, and to suggest legislation to the General
Assembly. 107 Their renumeration was to be $3.00 for each day
while in session plus expenses. 108
Some of the

reforms advocated by these men and their

agencies should be discussed to see whether or not they were
successful.

If they were, then the degree of their implementation

may be used as a measure of the reform accomplished in the last
two decades of the ante-bellum period.
Different plows were suggested for use on different lands
and different lands also required plowing at different depths.
Plowing should be done around a hill and never when the soil
109
is wet.
"Belmead" in Powhatan County used a rotation on its bottom
land of tobacco and corn the first year, wheat the second year,
and clover the third year.

Guano, land-plaster, barnyard manure,

and straw were also used.llO

'

Ruffin suggested the ideal crop rotation as one which would
give the largest profit, add to the fertility of the soil, and
in which each crop prepared the ground for the crop to follow. 111
Ruffin advocated the growth of the southern pea which he
had begun growing as a manurlng crop in 1839.

However, he

felt that Virginia was too far north for a more productive pea.
The pea was used in a small but expanding part of southeast
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Virginia for manure.

In an essay on the pea, Ruffin credited

Virginia with having an improved agriculture for twenty years.
The essay was published in 1855.112 Rurfin stated that clover's
usefulne·ss al though a recent discovery had been .generally accepted .lll3
Some of the most exciting reforms were made in fertilizer.
A masterpiece on the subject was

wr~tten

by Edmund Ruffin,

entitled an Essay.£!! Calcareous Manures. In this acclaimed
work;;_Ruffin stated five propositions; some soils are naturally
rich and others are naturally poor; soils which were originally
rich and have been reduced to being poor lack calcarec:us earth;
oalcare~us

earth neutralizes acidity; putrescent manures will

not improve this soil until after calcareous manures are applieq;
calcareous manure is best improvement to be used in lower Virginia.
The use of marl caused Land values to increase by seven.

.

teen million dollars from 1838 to 1850.

h')oJ

!$ had a double pur-

pose as explained by Ruffin•s five propositions; to neutralize
soil acidity, and to cause organic manure to be more effective.
Many farmers plowed the manure under but Ruffin did not recommmend it. 114
Some specific examples of successes achieved by the use
of marl include the eighty-nine farmers in King William county
who used marl on a tote.1. of 9,3?0 acres with a $483,020
in gain.

The average increases in corn and

bushels in corn and four bushels of wheat.

inor~aae

wheat~e~eight
More efficient

application resulted in increases_ of sixteen bushel of corn
and eight bushels of whea~f"'
in the Tidewater.115

It was

used in thirteen counties

other kinds of fertilizer were lime and guano.

According

to Olmstead, lime was used at the rate of twenty-five to
fifty bushels per acre at a cost of seven and one-foJth to
seven and one-half cents per bushel.

Land using two hundred

weight of guano yielded as much as fifteen bushels of wheat.
R. T. Hubard did .not use much Peruvian guano on his Tye
River Quarter because the land produced with the application
of plaster combined with the growing of clover.

However, he

did use guano at "Rosny" and 4'Chell owe" in Bucktngham in plant
beds at the rate of three hundred pounds per acre end on tobacco
land at the rate of two hundred pounds per acre.117
Hubard used progressive methods and kept e:x:te nsi ve records
which clearly show his profit for each year.

His profits at

Tye River rang~from a low of $1139.20 in 1843 to a high or
$4446 in 1852.

This estate contained 2160 acres plus another

l33i acres purchased adjoining it.
at

t~gtit

In 1838, the farm was assessed

dollars per acre with improvements worth $1,000.

Fe.'rmi.nfs his home estate,

"Rosn~"~

he made a high profit

of $3114 in 1851 and a low of $555.23 in 1841.
this farm from his father-in-law in 1836.

He inherited

In 1838, it was

assessed at ten dollars an acre with improvements of $3,000.
This farm contained 2,651 acres.119
He made a profit each year on both of these farms from
1840 to 1856 at Tye River and from 1840 to 1851 at "Rosny."
During the earlier part of each period, he enumerated the
gross profits and expenses.

Toward the end, he became careless
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abcut writing down expenses.

He did separate agricul<tural

expenses from personal expenses, a practice seldom followed
~

,..,..

in the Keeping of farm records •.. -:...
It has been proven that the reformers were able to
achieve sucoe sses.

The central question in Virginia agriculture

in the period should be did the average farmer, the backbone
of the state, practice these reforms?

Did he significantly

change his methods of husbandry and if he did, were enough
changes made to affect

th~

agricultural

picture~of

the state?

Since there is a scarcity of records which were kept by
small farmers either because they failed to keep them or because they have been destroyed, an inadequate

po~trayal

ot

Virginia agriculture has been made since too much of it has
b~en

based on large plantation

r~oords.

The yeoman farmer

was not the prominent man of his day and in many cases, was
not active in the various agrioulltural societies.
masses, not the articulate few who

'tJB1m)

•:A

the

the answers to many

questions concerning Virginia agriculture.

1'.n approach to

the subject, therefore, must be a statistical one.
" ••• a social group consists of a great mass
of men, each an individual human being, and as
such a partial variant from the norm. Statistical
measurement is the only means of extracting a coherent pattern from the chaos of personal behavior
and of discovering which is a typical specimen and
which is a snort. Failure to apply such controls
has led to much wild and implausible generalizations
about social phenomena based upon a handful of
stri~ing or well-documented examples.120
Paul
book on

w.

Gates provides some revealing statistics in his

agriculture,~

Farmer's Age. DUring the 1850's, the
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area in improved land inoreased ten per cent and the number
of farmers increased 15,592.
tion.

Twenty-four counties lost popula-

The counties which did not undergo losses were those

with large farms and plantations where some were being divided.
The average size of farms in l8600was 324 acres but there were
more farms larger than five hundred acres than in any other
state except Georgia.

Yet, a Virginia farm of 324 acres was

worth less than a New York farm of 106 acres.

While Virginia

had more land in fDrms than did any other state, she ranked
fifth in total value of farms,

t~entieth

in average value per

acre, eighth in lives took value and seven th in the value of"
machinery .121
Olmstead reported a speech made in a farmer•s convention
in 1852, in which the speaker, b;;:lsing his stat istios on the
1840 census, stated that Virginia only farmed twenty-six and
one-fourth per cent of her land.

The number of acres in

improved land was

10~360,135

in Pennsylvania.

However, there were 15,792,176 aores of

in

Virgini~

compared with 8,626,619

unimproved land oompared with only 6,294,728

anres

in Pennsylvania.

The oash value of Virginia farms was· eight dollars per aore
and that of Pennsylvania was twenty-five dollars per acre.122
Corn and cattle production increased nine per cent from
1830 to 1860 and the tebaoco crop was being restricted more
to the Southside.123
one measure of eoonomio conditions is population ftgures.
As Edmund Ruffin stated, " ••• it is not only the impoverishment of our farmers that acts so injur1ousl;y upon the land
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and the condition of the county generally.

The emigration

which this impoverishment induces is itself a tax •••• nl24
Virginia was one of five states listed as having the
least growth in the ten year :.:and ~:sixty year periods before
1850. 125 In 1850, there were 388,059 Virginians living outside the state.126
Breaking the population down by race and status, Virginia
ranked first in the number of free colored in 1790 and 1800,
second in 1810, 1820, and 1830, third in 1840 and second in
1850.

In regard to slaves, statistics

-Year

Number

1?90
1800
1810
1820

293,427
345,?96
392,796
425,153
469,?57
449,087
472,528

1830

1840
1850

~

~:

Ratio of Slaves to Population
39.2
39.2
40.2
39.9
38.7
36.2
33.2

Virginia ranked first from 1?90 to 1850 in the number of total
oolored population.

As far as white population was concerned,

the state ranked second in 1790, fouDth in 1800, and 1810,
third in 1820, fourth in 1830 and 1840 and sixth in 1860.
The decennial increase for the total population of Virginta
was~

Year
1800
1810

1820
1830
1840
1850

Decennial Increase
l?.63
10.?3
''9 .. Zl
13.71

2.34
14.67
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In the eighteen

coun~y

sample, only Albemarle, AUgusta,

Bloyd, Nansemond and Russell registered significant increases
..

in population between 1840 and 1850.

Appomattox figures were

invalid because it was formed from Buckingham in 1845.127
\,}Cts

There l'9 a gradual decrease in the ratio of slaves to
total population after 1810, but in 1850 approxim.aiely one cut
of every three Virginians.was a slave.

This points out the

vast importance of the institution in affecting Virginia
agriculture even though not all farmers used slave labor.
More importantly, the loss of rank of Virginia in regard to her population had grave results on her political
power and consequently, on her ideas regarding slavery, especially when she was forced to take a defensive p osi ti on regarding the institution.
The per oent of increase of population dropped drastically
between 1830 and 1840 indicating emigration, but had reoovel?Bd
somewhat in the next decade.
Since the one-crop system was considered Cit

~

one of the

greatest evils of \outhern agriculture, a survey of the degree of crop diversification in the eighteen county sample would
reveal to soma extent reform of Virginia's agriculture, particularly ~ these crops ~leguminous ones.
Except for Hanover which grew more peas and beans

and

hay in 1860 than it had in 1850, the other Tidewater counties
showed little change within ten years.

Nansemond farmers

grew peas and beans in the ratio of about one out of every two
in both years.
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A more varied pattern ooourred in the seven Piedmont
counties.

.Amelia county saw an increase in the number of

farmers growing peas and beans.

While approximately one-

' half of the farmers grew them in 1850, most grew them in
1860.

About the only changes occurring in Amherst were an

increase in peas and beans and in orchards.

There was a

substantial increase in the number of farmers growing peas
and beans in Appomattox.
in 1860 than in 1850.

Fauquier grew much more rye and hay

Halifax a predominantly tobacco-growing

county saw nearly no change.

Albemarle, a prosperous ccunty

went forward with increases in rye, orchalt"ds and hay, but
grew more tobacco and fewer peas and beans.
The western part of the state was more diversified in
1850 than the other sections.

The greatest difference in

Alleghany was an increase in the number of orchards.

Augusta

was growing clover seed in 1860, an innovation for that county.
Russell county experienced a lerge increase in peas and beans
end in orchards.

Shenadoah and Floyd showed little change in

the ten year period.128
There are some conclusions to be drawn about agricultural
progress in Virginia in the 1840-1860 period.

It would seem

that the Craven school has been a bit over zealous in their
claims for Virginia's success especially when the state is
compared with her northern neighbors.

Yet, there were re-

forms made and the successes of the large slaveholders

~

leaa._gone to believe that a general reform could have been
accomplished under the slave system, not withstanding the
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many hindrances which "the peculiar institution" caused and
which were so admirably pointed out by Genovese and others.
While many farmers resisted change, eventually they wru.ld have
been forced to di versify and t.b mechanize as technology moved
forward in order to make the best use of their land and their
labor.
Whether or not, without the Civil war, Virginia would
have continued to prosper is not within the scope of this paper.

rt

seems an exercise in futility to even discuss the possibility.
Even though some reform did ooour in the twenty year

period it is quite clear that Virginia had a long way to go in
1860 in taking full benefit from her natural resources and her
people.
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Appendix

c runty

Value of Land per Acre in the Eighteen
County

1800

Hanover
King and Q,ueen
Lancaster
Nansemond
surry
Westmoreland
Appo.¢attox
Albemarle
Amelia
Amherst
Fauquier
Hal if ax
Henry
Augusta
Sheriadoah
Floyd
.Alleghany
Russell

$1.66
1.66
1.65
1.50
1.65
1.70

1820
·~(j)!,~'15'.~

5.42
6.82
4.63
4.81
6.98

1.13
1.36
1.00
1.19
1.12
.90
• ~55
.75

___ ..

10.75
7.98
?.11
15.28
7.58
3.25
10.39
8.06

.05

---.24

1840

1850

$7 .'U}
6.68
7.45
5.27
6.37

$8.05
7.04
9.69
5.12
4.55
7.71

8.93

10.46

6.92

6.05

4.07

Sample"'¥..

£> .. 24

5.25

6.4?

11~95._

s.10
3.59
8.70
8.32
.49i

14·~rzou~_

7.45
4.25
13.37
10.71
.88

1.74
l.67

l.52
.49

{Taken from "A Statement Shewing the Average
Value of Lands per Acre •• ~~" in
Documents Containing stutistics of
Virginia •••• , Richmond, 1851, ~.p;

Albany Wheat Prices**
1840
1841
1842
1843
1844
1845

1846

$ l.12i
1.00

1.25

1.8'1!
2.00
.93!
1.18

1847
1848
1849
1850
1851
1852
1853
1854

$

l.lu

1.31

t

1.1
1.18
1.12
1.00
1.18!
1.75

i~ Taken from a newspuper clipping glued by

Robert T. Hubard in his manuscript notebook
on farming; UVo. L1 ~
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